If you love HOW TO
TRAIN YOUR DRAGON, try . . .
CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG
FLIES AGAIN

PONGWIFFY AND THE SPELL
OF THE YEAR

FRANK COTTRELL BOYCE

KAYE UMANSKY

Macmillan

Bloomsbury

The world’s most famous flying car is
back in the air! When the Tootings fit
a huge old engine to their camper van,
sky–high adventures lie ahead!

When Pongwiffy unearths Granny
Malodour’s amazing recipe for
Wishing Water, her plan to start
making all sorts of wishes doesn’t turn
out quite as she hoped.

EARWIG AND THE WITCH

THE BAD BEGINNING

DIANA WYNNE JONES

LEMONY SNICKET

HarperCollins

Egmont

When Earwig is sent away from the
orphanage and enslaved by a wicked
witch, can she fight back with a
talking cat – and a little bit of magic?

The first in the Baudelaire siblings’
miserable saga of woe and misfortune.
Comical, wry, gothic and clever, these
tales enjoy cult status with kids.
Forget happy endings!

FLOOD AND FANG
MARCUS SEDGWICK
Orion

A weird and wonderful Gothic
mystery told from a raven’s–eye view!
At Otherhand Castle, can Edgar the
faithful raven save his human family
as cellars flood, kitchen–maids vanish,
and a dark beast prowls?

FROGSPELL
C.J. BUSBY
Templar

Not only is Max Pendragon’s battered
cauldron producing slimy sludge
instead of perfect spells, but evil
Morgana le Fay is out for revenge at
the summer Spell School..

MUNCLE TROGG AND THE
FLYING DONKEY
JANET FOXLEY
Chicken House

Mount Grumble is about to erupt! Eeek!
Now the small yet smart giant, Muncle
Trogg, must save the day – helped by a
dragon and a flying donkey!

THE GREAT CAT CONSPIRACY
KATIE DAVIES
Simon & Schuster

The cat keeps dragging in dead things
as gifts for Tom – and when he kills
the vicar’s valuable carp, it’s the last
straw! A fantastically funny animal
adventure.

THE OGRE OF OGLEFORT
EVA IBBOTSON
Macmillan

A boy, a troll, a hag and a wizard are
sent on a mission to rescue a princess
from a ghastly flesh–eating ogre. But
all is not as it seems . . . A marvellous
Ibbotson fantasy!

THE KANE CHRONICLES:
THE RED PYRAMID
RICK RIORDAN
Puffin

Carter and Sadie barely know their
father, the brilliant Egyptologist
Julius Kane. But when he brings them
to the British Museum for a research
experiment, he unleashes an ancient
and ravenous evil – the god of chaos
and the night.
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